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Why The Background Is Not White

White light is full spectrum, meaning it contains equal amounts of the highest intensity red, green, and blue light. Blue light is short wave frequency, and is thus potentially damaging to eyes and overall well-being. Thus, EV's content background color is an eye friendly cream color low in red and green light, but even lower in blue light. Be additionally protected from the blue light emitted from your e-device by wearing computer glasses.


[image: ]Authors may share personal experience with (and/or opinion of) products, with links to purchase through; some of these links are affiliate links (always in bold and underlined) which earn commissions that cost purchasers nothing extra and help fund EV.
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Footer
[image: ]About me... Troy Boylan

Ecoculture Village Founder & President, Anthropology BA, Interdisciplinary Studies: Ethnobotany BS. Two things I think are worth anything at all... all things wilderness and ecoculture... and well, RPGs... and skateboarding!
So, what's up!?
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				I share honest reviews of products I got from manufacturers who want their products to be objectively reviewed. If it lives up to my high expectations, that’s what I’ll say about it, but if I think it sucks… well then, that’s what I’ll say about it!
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			Amazon Associates Disclosure

“We are a participant in the Amazon Services LLC Associates Program, an affiliate advertising program designed to provide a means for us to earn fees by linking to Amazon.com and affiliated sites.”
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Want NEW content?

[image: ]Be among the first to know.
Access subscriber-only content.
It's FREE!
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